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Understanding FIUL

Understanding FIUL brochure (M-3959) Simple, clear explanation of FIUL and its benefits, 
with an emphasis on the need for death benefit protection as well as the opportunity to 
accumulate cash value that can be accessed down the road for various financial needs.1

Common questions about FIUL (CSI-345) How FIUL policies work, how potential cash 
value can be accessed through policy loans, and why your client’s money is safe with Allianz 
Life Insurance Company of North America (Allianz).
 
Which policy loan type may be right for you? (CSI-337) A look at two common loan 
types – participating loans and variable rate loans – and the differences between them.

Understanding indexing

The value of protection (CSI-341) An illustration of how FIUL index allocation options 
can offer protection during a variety of market conditions.

The power of annual reset (CSI-339) How the annual reset feature locks in any interest 
credited each year, so it can never be lost due to market volatility.

1  Policy loans will reduce available cash values and death benefits, and may cause the policy to lapse or 
affect any guarantees against lapse. Additional premium payments may be required to keep the policy in 
force. In the event of a lapse, outstanding policy loans in excess of unrecovered cost basis will be subject 
to ordinary income tax.

Product and feature availability may vary by state.
For financial professional use only – not for use with the public.
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Fixed index universal life insurance (FIUL) offers you death benefi t protection 
and accumulation potential as well as protection during market downturns.

One of the key benefi ts of FIUL insurance is the opportunity to earn interest based on positive changes in a 
market index, while receiving protection during downturns in the market. Another benefi t is that it provides 
valuable death benefi t protection for your loved ones. 
 
What you decide to choose for allocation options (market indexes and crediting methods) will affect how 
much credited interest you receive. However, it’s important to remember that no single option consistently 
delivers the most credited interest in every situation. 

In some market conditions, one option may result in more credited interest than others. But, based on the 
performance of your chosen market index, the cash value in your policy can only grow or stay the same – 
it can never decrease in negative years. That’s because fi xed index universal life is an insurance product, so your 
cash value and any credited interest are protected during a market downturn. Keep in mind, the cash value is not 
directly invested in the market. Only the policy fees and charges can reduce the cash value. However, it is possible 
to lose cash value and credited interest due to surrender charges during the surrender period. 

While carefully considering your options for this policy, keep in mind that life insurance requires health 
qualifi cation and in some cases, a fi nancial review (known as underwriting).

Must be accompanied by the Understanding fixed index universal life insurance brochure (M-3959).

Product and feature availability may vary by state.
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The value of protection
Tracking the performance of FIUL allocation options 
and market indexes

See the chart inside for an example of 
how FIUL allocation options can perform 
much differently from market indexes.

Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America

Common questions about Allianz fixed index 
universal life insurance 

You ask, we answer 
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But you may have questions about these types of policies and how they work. FIUL policies are long-term 
contracts – we understand you want to be sure they are there for you when you need it. Here are answers 
to frequently asked questions by consumers like you.

Strength and security
Why is my money safe at Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America (Allianz)?

No one can predict how the markets will perform over time, but with our conservative risk management 
strategies, we can help guarantee that your money will be there for you when you need it.

Allianz receives consistently high ratings from independent rating agencies reflecting our stability, strong balance 
sheet, and integrity. A true measure of a company’s safety is when everything turns upside down. During the 
market turmoil of 2008, our ratings not only remained the same, but our outlook always remained stable, with 
no negative outlook. When things recently went bad, the strength of Allianz shined through.

Allianz is part of the Allianz SE family of companies, which includes Allianz Global Investors (including PIMCO, 
one of the world’s leading fixed income managers) and Fireman’s Fund®. 

Product and feature availability may vary by state.

CSI-345

Fixed index universal life insurance policies (FIUL) provide valuable death benefit 
protection for your loved ones. You have the reassurance that if something happened 
to you, they would be taken care of.

Standard & Poors 

AA
“ Excellent” – rated A by A.M. Best, 3rd highest (out of 16 possible 

ratings) , and was affirmed December 2011.

“ Good” – rated A2 by Moody’s, 6th highest (out of 21 possible 
ratings), and was affirmed August 2009.

“ Very Strong” – rated AA by Standard & Poor’s, 3rd highest 
(out of 21 possible ratings), and was affirmed September 2011.

“ For a full description of how rating categories are assigned, 
please refer to the rating agencies’ websites:
www.AMBest.com
www.standardandpoors.com
www.moodys.com

RATING AGENCY RATING

A.M. BEST A “Excellent”

MOODY’s A2 “Good”

STANDARD & POOR’s AA “Very Strong”

Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America

Loan rate predictability vs. loan rate volatility

Which policy loan type may be right for you?

The advantages of Allianz Life Pro+

Allianz 
Life Pro+®

Fixed Index 
Universal
Life Insurance
Policy
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Fixed index universal life insurance (FIUL) policies give 
you the reassurance of knowing that if the unexpected 
happened, your family or business would be financially 
protected. But these policies can go beyond just 
providing a death benefit to your beneficiaries.

Allianz Life Pro+ provides the opportunity to 
accumulate cash value on a tax-deferred basis. 
This cash value can be used to help supplement 
your retirement income or other financial needs. 
Using policy loans, you can access the policy’s cash 
value income-tax-free.1

But you should note that different FIUL policies offer 
different kinds of policy loans. Let’s look at two popular 
types of loans and see how they differ.

Participating loan or variable rate loan?

Participating loans currently are the most popular 
type of loan on our fixed index universal life insurance 
policies. Here’s how they work:
•  With a participating loan, the amount borrowed 

from the cash value allocated to an index can 
continue to receive indexed interest credited 
annually – that means you can make money 
while you borrow money from your policy.

1  Policy loans will reduce available cash values and death benefits and may cause the policy to lapse, or affect 
guarantees against lapse. Additional premium payments may be required to keep the policy in force. In the 
event of a lapse, outstanding policy loans in excess of unrecovered cost basis will be subject to ordinary 
income tax. Tax laws are subject to change and you should consult your tax professional.

2  The Moody’s Corporate Bond Yield Average is calculated as an average of AAA and BAA Corporate Bond Index. Moody’s AAA Corporate Bond, also 
known as “Moody’s AAA” for short, is an investment bond that acts as an index of the performance of all bonds given an AAA rating by Moody’s 
Investment Firm. This corporate bond is often used in macroeconomics as an alternative to the federal 10-year Treasury Bill as an indicator of the 
interest rate. The Moody’s BAA Corporate Bond is an investment bond comprised of all companies that are rated BAA by Moody’s. BAA is the lowest 
rating within Moody’s top “Investment Grade” category.

Product and feature availability may vary by state.

CSI-337

•  Our participating loan rate is guaranteed at 5.3% and 
will not fluctuate from year to year. This provides the 
predictability of knowing the amount of your loan will 
not be diminished by a higher loan rate.

•  Any indexed interest credits you receive at the end 
of the policy year could help offset this 5.3% charge; 
in other words, the loan could end up costing you 
less, or even nothing.

•  For example, if the index returned 10% and the loan 
cost 5.3%, you would make 4.7% on the loan. 

Variable rate loans are not offered by Allianz Life 
Insurance Company of North America (Allianz), 
though they are offered by some insurance carriers. 
Here’s what you should know about this type of loan:
•  The variable loan rate is based on a market index – often, 

the Moody’s Corporate Bond Yield Average is used.2

•  Since the loan rate may fluctuate from month to 
month, this type of loan tends to be more volatile; 
higher loan rates may reduce the amount available 
to you from your loan. 

•  The policy can earn interest – but only when the 
credited interest on the cash value is higher than 
the variable rate charged for the loan.

Our participating 
loans let you borrow 

from your cash value 
WHILE 

CONTINUING 
TO EARN 

INTEREST.

M-3959

Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America

Understanding 
fixed index 
universal 
life insurance

Protection, wealth 
accumulation, and tax 
advantages in one policy

Order your turnkey sales kit now and get all of these client-approved resources.
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Despite market volatility, cash value is locked in 

Annual reset = locked-in protection
To further increase the protection power of your 
policy, FIUL offers you the advantage of its annual 
reset feature. Any indexed interest you receive is 
locked in each year – and once it’s locked in, it can 
never be lost. If the index result is negative, you’ll 
receive no indexed interest – but your policy’s cash 
value won’t decrease due to index performance 
because the value is locked in from the previous year. 
Annual reset means that the current year’s ending 
index value becomes the next year’s starting value. 
So the index doesn’t have to make up prior losses for 
your policy to earn interest. Because of annual reset, 
any indexed interest received is locked in.

Once the interest is locked in, it can never be lost due 
to market volatility – even if the index drops. Your cash 
value will be reduced through surrender charges and 
other applicable product fees and charges, however.

(continued)

 
 

Your goal in buying life insurance is to provide death-
benefit protection. With FIUL, the death benefit 
passes income-tax-free to your beneficiaries who 
can then use it for their needs, including:

• Income replacement
• College funding
• Mortgage and other debt
• Estate tax coverage
• Business succession planning

Not only does fixed index universal life insurance 
provide an important death benefit, over time your 
cash value can accumulate tax-deferred based on 
positive changes in an external index. 

This accumulation is through “indexed interest.” 
We track the performance of the indexes for you, 
and then use a crediting method and participation 
rate to calculate the amount of indexed interest 
credited to your cash value. With FIUL, the cash value 
is not actually participating in the market or invested 
in any stock or bond.

The power of annual reset

Fixed index universal life insurance (FIUL) policies provide valuable benefits to you 
and death-benefit protection for your loved ones. 

Must be used with the appropriate fixed index universal life insurance consumer brochure.
CSI-339
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Once interest is
LOCKED IN,

it can never be 
lost due to 

MARKET 
VOLATILITY.

(1/2012)

As part of their financial strategy, fixed index universal life insurance (FIUL) can offer your clients three benefits in 
one policy − death benefit protection, wealth accumulation potential, and tax advantages. We’ve prepared these 
new materials to help you successfully make the case to your clients and answer their questions.
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The power of the blended index (CSI-344) What indexes make up the exclusive blended 
index allocation from Allianz and what are the advantages.

What is hedging and why does it matter? (CSI-336) A simple explanation of how hedging 
helps Allianz manage market volatility in real time.

Index cap and interest rate renewal history (CSI-335) An annual snapshot of renewal 
caps and interest rates of our in-force FIUL products.

Understanding tax advantages

Tax benefits for today’s economy (CSI-340) With higher taxes a strong possibility, 
now may be a good time to explore three ways that FIUL can help clients manage their 
tax liability.

Life insurance tax advantages (CSI-343) An overview of taxation and the tax advantages
provided by FIUL.

Why Life Insurance Now? client presentation (PPT-218) An easy-to-follow discussion 
on current economic conditions, the need for death benefit protection, and the 
advantages of FIUL.

Call the Life Case Design Team today 
at 800.950.7372 to request the Success 
with FIUL client-approved sales kit.

Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America

Diversifying risk and smoothing market volatility

The power of the blended index
Blended 
index 
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Available from Allianz Life Insurance Company 
of North America (Allianz). 

Along with the death benefit protection it provides, fixed index 
universal life insurance policies offer you the potential for cash 
value accumulation based on positive changes in an external index. 

Even better, the cash value is guaranteed to never decrease due 
to negative index performance (although fees will reduce the 
cash value).

When you purchase your life insurance policy, you choose from 
a variety of index allocation options, including the S&P 500, 
Nasdaq-100,® and our exclusive blended index allocation. The 
performance of the index is tracked and a crediting method and 
participation rate are used to calculate any applicable indexed 
interest, which is applied annually to the policy’s cash value.

Not all index allocation options are appropriate in all situations, 
or for all clients. You should consult your financial professional to 
determine which index allocation option and crediting method 
may be suitable for your specific situation.

The blended index allocation – available 
exclusively from Allianz.

The blended index is a blend of the following indexes:
Two crediting strategies are available for the blended index: 
annual point-to-point, and monthly average.

What gives our blended index allocation its power?

Diversification that helps to reduce risk and smooth out volatility, by 
blending a bond index (Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond Index) 
with three equity indexes, one of which is an international index 
(EURO STOXX 50 Index). These types of indexes react differently to 
market conditions. In general, when the bond index is up, the equity 
index is down, providing a great complement to each other.

Credited interest that comes from not actually participating 
in the market or investing in any stock or bond. With the built-in annual 
reset feature, any interest received is locked in and can never be lost.

An annual  “floor,”  which provides downside protection when the 
index performance is negative. It is the minimum annual interest 
rate your policy will be guaranteed in a given year.

35%
20%

10%

35%

Dow Jones Industrial Average = 35%
Barclays Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond 
Index = 35%
EURO STOXX 50 Index = 20%
Russell 2000 Index = 10%

Must be used with the appropriate fixed index universal life insurance 
consumer brochure.
Product and feature availability may vary by state.

CSI-344

Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America

The benefits of helping to manage market volatility in real time

What is hedging and why 
does it matter?

Because no one can predict the future, we need the ability to quickly react to changes 
in the market. Hedging makes that possible.

Fixed index 
universal life 
insurance

(1/2012)

Hedging is a way that Allianz Life Insurance Company 
of North America (Allianz) helps manage the impact of 
market downturns, managing assets in a way that helps 
us guarantee our promises to our policyholders. We 
use a portion of your life insurance premium payment, 
invest it, and purchase hedges so we can credit interest 
to your policy. Hedging helps manage risk and backs up 
the product guarantee so it will be there for you when 
you need it.

Most insurance companies use hedging to some 
degree, but we’re one of the few who performs 
hedging in-house.

The two main types of hedging

Static hedges are set up, meaning Allianz purchases 
assets from investment banks and then they are left 
in place for a specific period of time without being 
rebalanced or adjusted. Most insurance companies 
rely on banks for their static hedging. 

Since banks charge for this service, it adds cost for 
the insurance company – and for the client. 

Guarantees are backed by the financial strength and claims-paying ability of Allianz Life Insurance Company 
of North America. 

Product and feature availability may vary by state.

CSI-336

Dynamic hedging requires frequent adjustments 
(daily or even more often) as stock prices change. 

Generally speaking, the more frequently a hedge is 
adjusted, the better it has the opportunity to perform. 

The advantages of in-house 
dynamic hedging 

With our in-house dynamic hedging, we can: 

• Help manage risk in real time.

•  Pass some of the savings on to our policyholders in 
the form of competitive caps and participation rates. 

•  Purchase higher-grade bonds designed for a more 
stable, higher-quality investment portfolio.

•  Design innovative features and products to better 
support your goals.

We’re one of the few who 
can leverage the power of 

IN-HOUSE 
HEDGING

Historically, our renewal caps and interest rates have not varied substantially from the originally issued amount.

Along with providing a death benefit to your beneficiaries, fixed 
index universal life (FIUL) policies offer you cash value accumulation 
potential. Your policy’s cash value can earn interest credits based on 
positive changes in an external index and chosen crediting method. 
We call this “indexed interest.”

The indexed interest that’s credited is subject to a cap (the maximum 
percentage of indexed interest your policy’s cash value can receive). 
The cap can be on a monthly or annual basis depending on which 
crediting method you choose.1 Caps and interest rates are declared 
at the policy’s issue and are guaranteed for that year. 

1  Please note: Additional factors may affect how much indexed interest you receive. For complete 
product-specific information, ask your financial professional. As an alternative to indexed interest, 
you can allocate all or part of your cash value to a fixed interest account. 

2  The graphs include GenDex (P50537), GenDex II™ (P50712), GenDex-RP® (P50796), GenDex-SP™ 
(P50712-A), GenDex Survivorship® (P50742), GenDex Momentum® (P52451-01), GenDex Foundation® 
(PS52453-01), and GenDex Survivor® (P52704).

Guarantees are backed by the financial strength and claims-paying ability of Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America.
Products are issued by Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America, 5701 Golden Hills Drive, Minneapolis, MN 55416-1297. 800.950.7372 www.allianzlife.com
Product and feature availability may vary by state.
CSI-335

At each policy anniversary, a new cap or interest rate is declared 
and guaranteed for the following policy year. 

To illustrate, we’ve tracked the renewal caps and interest rates on 
our in-force life insurance portfolio, from February 3, 2004 through 
December 31, 2011.2 

You’ll see Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America 
(Allianz) has a history of providing our clients with stability in 
maintaining their caps and interest rates – even in these difficult 
economic times.

95% of current 
renewal interest 
rates are 85% OR 
GREATER than the 
initial interest rate.

96% of current 
renewal caps are 
75% OR GREATER 
than the initial cap. 
4% of renewal caps 
are HIGHER than the 
original issued cap.

Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America

We’ve provided our clients stability – even in the current economy

Index cap and interest rate 
renewal history

Life 
insurance

(1/2012)

The charts show current cap/rate levels relative to the cap/rates set at issue for the annual point-to-point and monthly sum crediting methods. Monthly 
average crediting is not included because caps do not apply. (Note: 100% represents a current cap/rate equal to the cap/rate set at issue date). Date 
range: February 3, 2004 – December 31, 2011. Percentages are relative to the initial cap/interest rate and are not intended to represent the amount of 
cap/interest rate.

NOTE: The information shown is current as of December 31, 2011 and it does not guarantee or establish 
any expectation regarding future renewal cap or interest rate decisions. This is a representation of only 
one aspect of a life insurance product and does not describe any other product features. All product 
features should be considered before purchasing. 

Contact your financial professional to find out how Allianz FIUL policies 
can help provide the stability you’re looking for.

0% 5% 

22% 

73% 
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Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America

Along with its death benefit and cash value accumulation potential, fixed index universal life insurance offers 
you a combination of three tax benefits in one policy.  

Fixed index 
universal
life insurance

(1/2012)

Tax advantage #1: The death benefit 
Is the death benefit on a life insurance policy taxed?
Generally, no. The beneficiaries of a personally owned life insurance 
policy do not have to pay income tax on the death benefit unless 
certain exceptions to the income-tax-free death benefit rules apply. 
This is true whether they take the death benefit as a lump sum 
or take it over a period of time. If the death benefit is taken over a 
period of time, any interest earned would be taxable to 
the beneficiary.

Tax advantage #2: Cash value accumulation potential

Does the owner of a life insurance policy pay tax on the annual 
increase in the cash value of the policy? 
No. The cash value of a life insurance policy, or its “inside build-up,” 
is tax-deferred. That is, the cash value accumulation is not taxed 
while inside the policy and while it is accumulating. 

Tax advantage #3: Accessing your available cash value

How are loans, withdrawals, and surrenders taxed?
Loans on a non-MEC policy are income-tax-free.1 There is no 
taxable income when the owner receives the loan and there is no 
income tax deduction when the loan is paid back. Withdrawals and 
surrenders from a non-MEC life insurance policy are treated as a 
nontaxable return of premiums paid. Withdrawals or surrenders 
in excess of premiums paid are subject to ordinary income tax. 

This piece must be accompanied by the appropriate fixed index universal life insurance 
consumer brochure.
1 Policy loans and withdrawals will reduce available cash values and death benefits and may cause the policy to lapse, or affect guarantees against lapse. 
Additional premium payments may be required to keep the policy in force. In the event of a lapse, outstanding policy loans in excess of unrecovered 
cost basis will be subject to ordinary income tax. Tax laws are subject to change and you should consult a tax professional. 

Product and feature availability may vary by state.

CSI-343

If the policy is a MEC, loans, withdrawals, and surrenders are taxed 
as a nonqualified annuity would be taxed. Any gain in the cash 
value comes out first, subject to income tax. If the owner is under 
age 59½, the 10% federal penalty tax applies to the gain. Premium 
is returned last and is income-tax-free. The authority for taxing 
MEC policy loans and withdrawals is in IRC Section 7702A.

The tax code defines it

For a life insurance policy to qualify for certain tax benefits, 
the Internal Revenue Code Sections 7702 and 7702A 
regulate the relationship between the death benefit and 
the cash value accumulation. Other sections of the Internal 
Revenue Code and tax law cases provide authority for an 
income-tax-free death benefit on a life insurance policy 
and for the tax-deferred cash value accumulation. Tax law 
also provides that for any life insurance policy that is not a 
Modified Endowment Contract (MEC), withdrawals from the 
policy not exceeding the premium paid into it and policy 
loans are income-tax-free.

Understanding the tax benefits 
of your personally owned policy
Life insurance income tax advantages 

CSI-340
(1/2012)

Product and feature availability may vary by state.
Must be accompanied by Understanding fixed index universal life insurance brochure (M-3959).

Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America

Tax benefits
for today’s 
economy

3 ways to help you manage 
taxes with fixed index 
universal life insurance

Guarantees are backed by the financial strength and claims-paying ability of Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America.

Products are issued by Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America, 5701 Golden Hills Drive, Minneapolis, MN 55416-1297. www.allianzlife.com

CSI-344

CSI-343

CSI-336

CSI-335

CSI-340

PPT-218

PPT-218

Our Mission: Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America is the trusted authority in insured re  rement solu  ons for consumers working with a  nancial professional.

Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America

Why Life 
Insurance – NOW?
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